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Speak of poem of presenting others with gifts, poems, etc. at parting, 
forefathers have some gratifying achievement already, a lot of study article can 
explain it to go from a certain angle to lay particular emphasis on. But the 
majority has only done some independent argumentation with image, etc. 
unilaterally one by one from seeing off. And this text aim at to hold to present a 
friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting poem carry on overall careful analysis 
sum up period Tang, Is it present a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting 
definition of poem to explain at first, present, present each other with gifts, 
poems the poem correlated with seeing all kinds of off not to compare reward, 
point out separately they are cross each other as well as forgiving each other, 
distinguish interrelated as well as relation, it thus can't define not presenting a 
friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting it " present " poem and " don't " content 
combine together but poem not with its unique characteristic, then analyze the 
origin of this kind of poem , long period happening , developing, to hold Tang 
present a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting poem no matter content or at the 
art , it has been already quite ripe , Hold Tang present a friend with gifts, poems, 
etc. at parting reason , poem of prosperity in many aspects , is it present a friend 
with gifts, poems, etc. at parting the prosperous general factor of the poem to 
have already, hold Tang this piece cultivate fertile soil , poetry circles of all sorts 
of flowers , could pregnant with such quantity and quality superior poems of 
presenting a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting too, hold Tang present a 















Tang behaves thoroughly. Is it is it hold from psychology of poet Tang present a 
friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting poem, poem these appear the 
broad-minded image in reflecting healthy, disconsolate in sorrow to expound the 
fact to come then, worth descendant's thinking deeply about and studying. And 
then from hold Tang present a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting content the 
angle of poem set out, present a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting poem 
demonstrate numerous and complicated variety, it display thought produce taking 
leave of single, express bosom friend cherish, accumulate with abundant ideal, 
concern society, etc. in store, in these poems, the poet leads psychological 
character off directly, powerfully. The fifth rule and regulation is analyzed from 
the artistic characteristic of poem of presenting a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at 
parting, At artistic tactics, present a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting 
achievement of poem enormous too, between feeling and scene combine suit, 
content and form unify, image and deep so realm so. This text to hold to present 
a friend with gifts, poems, etc. at parting comprehensive argumentation of poem 
era Tang, to forefathers existing some deepening of view, collect materials in an 
all-round way, more carefully at the same time, issue one's own original opinion, 
please make a comment.  
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